


this Detainee. Also, being that he is Army can you see if Captain Weis can 
make at least a weekly visit for this Soldier as well. Let me know v1hat you 
can do and I'll be able to brief you better tomorrow when I se·e you. Thanks 
Sir. 

R/S 
GySgt Blenis 
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INITIAL CUSTODY CLASSIFICATION 

1. DATE (YYYYMMDD) 2. INTERVIEWER NAME 

20100729 HANKS, R. W./CPL 

4. IDENTIFICATION 

a. PRISONER NAME (l.ast, First, Middle) b. SSN 

MANNING, BRADLEY E. 

5. ADMINISTRATIVE FACTORS (X as applicable) 

a. SUICIDE RISK 

b. PHYSICAL HEALTH PROBLEM 

c. MENTAL HEALTH PROBLEM 

d. SPECIAL QUARTERS 

6. MANAGEMENT FACTORS (Enter point values) 

a. OFFENSE 

OFFENSE SEVERITY = 1 • 8 

b. SUBSTANCE ABUSE 
YESx1=1 YESx2=-2 V£Sx3 = 3 

c. PENDING CHARGES/WARRANTSiDETAINERS 

YESx4=4 

NO= o YES = (Enter points from Offense Severty Scale) 

d. HISTORY OF VIOLENCE 

. 

3. (X one) 

 
ADJUDGED 

c. GRADE d. SEX (X one) 
E-3  MAL£ 

FE MAL£ 
NO YES 

It 

It 

It 

It 
POINTS 

1 

0 

0 

QUESTION (2) • YES = 2 QUESTION (3) • YES = 4 QUESTION (4) ·YES = 6 QUESTION (5) ·YES = a 4 

e. HISTORY OF ESCAPE 0 
NO"" 0 YES • 6 

r. LENGTH OF SENTENCE TIME REMAINING 
DETAINEE OR 0 • 90 DAYS= 0 91 DAYS· 1 YEAR = 1 1+ T03YEARS= 2 3+ TO 5 YEARS = 3 0 
6 + TO 10 YEARS = 5 10+ YEARS= 7 LIFE/DEATH = a 

g. TOTAL POINTS 5 

 DECISION (X one) 

MEDIUM-IN (0 • 11 Points)  MAXIMUM (12 + Points) 

8. FINAL DECISION 

 (X one) 

NO    NOT APPliCABLE (Polley) 
b. RATIONAlE 

SND WAS UNDER CONSTANT SUICIDE WATCH PRIOR TO BEING CONFINED IN TilS FACILITY FOR MULTIPLE 
MONTHS. 

9. DECIDING AUTHORITY 
a. NAME 

HANKS,R W. 

10. CUSTODY DECISION 

MAXIlNDI /SR 

 

b. GRADE  c. TITLE 

E-4 DUTY BRIG SUPERVISOR 
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CLASSIFICATION WORKSHEET 

   

 
 

20100729 2200 HANKS, R. W./CPL 

 

(1) HOW DO YOU FEEL    HERE? 

SND STATES THAT HE FEELS CONFUSED 

(2) HAVE YOU EVER THOUGHT ABOUT COMMITTING SUICIDE? (X} NO  

(3) DID YOU MAKE A PLAN TO COMMIT SUICIDE? II 

(4) HAVE YOU EVER ATTEMPTED SUICIDE? (If Yes. when and how?)  

  NO YES 

(1) DO   A (;UNTAGIOUS (If Yes, what?) I( 

 DO YOU HAVE AllY PHYSICAL PROBLEMS? {If Yes, what?) I( 

   MEDICATIONS?  Yes. give reason) II . 
ANXIETY AND DEPRESSION 

  NO YES 

(1) DO YOU  (If Yes, what?)  

GENERALIZED ANXIETY DISORDER, DEPRESSION, GENDER IDENTITY DISORDER, ADDHD 

(2) WERE   FOR MENTAL (If Yes, when?)  

d. SPECIAL  . NO YES 

TO YOUR KNOWLEDGE, DO YOU HAVE ANY ENEMIES IN THIS FACIUTY? {If Yes, who .nd why?) I( 

  2 or 4 Pages 
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CLASSIFICATION WORKSHEET (ConUnued) 

16. MANAGEMENT FACTORS 
a. WHAT CHARGE(S) ARE YOU CONFINED FOR? 
128, 134 

b, SUBSTANCE ABUSE (X) NO YES 

(1) HAVE YOU EVER USED DRUGS OR ALCOHOL? 
DRUGS It 
AlCOHOL It 

(2) HAVE YOU USED DRUGS/ALCOHOL IN THIS ENLISTMENT? 
DRUGS It 
ALCOHOL It 

(If answer to both (1) anU (2) Is No, skip to 16.c. If either (1) or (2} Is Yas. continue.tinas (3)  (6).) 

(3) HAVE YOU EVER BEEN DISCIPLINED IN THE SERVICE OR FIRED FROM A JOB BECAUSE OF DRUG OR ALCOHOL 
It USE? 

(4) HAS DRUG/ALCOHOL USE EVER LED TO FAMILY PROBLEMS OR CONFLICTS? It 

(5) HAVE YOU EVER BEEN ARRESTED WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF DRUGS OR ALCOHOL? It 

(6) HAS USE OF DRUGS/ALCOHOL RESULTED IN OTHER PROBLEMS, SUCH AS BLACKOUTS OR LOSS OF FRIENDS? It 
c. P<NDING CHARGES/WARRANTSIDETAINERS NO YES 

DO YOU HAVE ANY OUTSTANDING WARRANTSIOETAINERS OR ADDITIONAL PENDING CHARGES? (If Yes, explain) It 

d. HISTORY OF VIOLENCE (X) NO YES 

(1) HAVE YOU EVER ASSAULTED ANOTHER PERSON? It 

(If No, skip to 16.e. If Yes, answer (2) thto9h (7).) 
(2) NON.PHYSICAL AlTERCATION It 

(3) ASSAULT WITHOUT A WEAPON It 

(4) ASSAULT WITH A WEAPON It 

(5) MULTIPLE ASSAULTS It 

(6) AGE AT TIME OF INCIDENT($) 

22 

(7) EXPLAIN INCIDENT(S) 

PUNCHED A FELOW SOILDER FOR NO REASON 

e. HISTORY OF ESCAPE (X as approplfate, Assign 6 points In Item 6.e. If •nswer Is Yes to  of tha fO/IoWing  No YES 

(1) HAVE YOU EVER ESCAPED OR ATTEMPTED TO ESCAPE CONFINEMENT? It 

(2) WERE YOU EVER APPREHENDED ON A PAROLE VIOLATION? It 

(3) HAVE YOU EVER RESISTED ARREST? It 

(4) DID YOU EVER INITIATE A PERIOD OF UNAUTHORIZED ABSENCE WHILE OTHER CHARGES WERE PENDING? It 
DO FORM 2711, NOV 1999 Page 3 of 4 Pages 
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ClASSIFICATION WORKSHEET (Continued) 

17.1NTERVIEWER'S IMPRESSION 

SND IS A 22 YEAR OLD SJNOLE SOLDIER WITH A VERAOE INTELLIGENCE. 
SND WAS COOPERATIVE DURING THE INTERVIEW. 
SND WAS TALKATIVE DURING THE JNTERVIEW. 
SND DOES APPEAR TO ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY FOR IDS ACf!ONS. 
SND HAS ADEQUATE LEVEL OF SELF AW ARBNBSS. 
SND HAS AN A VERAOE LEVEL OF TOLERANCE FOR STRESS. 
SND IS NOT AW ARB OF ANY KNOWN ENEMIES JN THE BRIO. 
SND SHOWS NO SIGNS OF DEPRESSION. 
SND CLAIMS HE DOES NOT WANT TO HARM IDMSELF. 
SND DENIES THAT HE IS SUICIDAL. 
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Good morning gentlemen, 
If you're cold, the latest issue of the Manning times should help 11arm you. 

R/ 
GySgt Blenis 

A PPELLATI\  
P /\_GE r<E:=':;�,:i� ;��i\l Ci��D:   
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GYSGT Blenis: So, let's go back to when you fell down. Did you fall down or did you 
sit down? Or ... 

PFC Manning: Ah, it was mixed. I mean, I was getting lightheaded because I was 
hyperventilating. So, I was trying to stand up. I was trying to keep from falling because 
I was worried that if I fell, then everybody would panic and that would make matters 
worse. So, I tried to stand up and I ended up falling ... 

GYSGT Blenis: Once you got to the [inaudible] 

PFC Manning: I am not too sure because ... 

GYSGT Bien is: You didn't come back to your cell, you stated in the [inaudible] and 
exercise. 

PFC Manning: I just continued on as normal. 

GYSGT Blenis: Alright take me fi·om end of rec hall to ... where we are now ... 

PFC Manning: Ok, yes,! slatted, I got in here and it was normal. And then I started 
reading my book. And then, I want to say it was MSGT [inaudible] that was the first to 
show up. And then he came in and was asking me all these questions. I was, ah, trying 
to figure out how to word the answers without causing any more anxiety. I was trying to 
figure out ways of not sounding, or not being construed as 

GYSGT Blenis: So you don't know? We don't have to go into it now ... 

PFC Manning: No ... ways that things weren't going to be construed so that ... just 
ttying to figure out ways in which I could tactfully say what I was trying to say without 
violating any rules and regulation or raise any concern about ... 

GYSGT Blenis: Concern's already raised ... [inaudible] 

PFC Manning: Yes, but I'm trying not, I'm trying, I'm !tying to avoid the concern, and 
it's actimlly causing the concern. 

GYSGT Blenis: I understand. 

PFC Manning: I mean, cause, I'm getting ... evety day that passes by, I'm getting 
increasingly frustrated, I'm not going to lie. Because I'm ttying to do everything that I 
can not to be a concern, therefore I appear as though I am causing more concern. Or I ... 
Or it seems that I'm causing more concern or evetybody's looking for something to cause 
concern. So that's what frustrates me . ... Ttying to work out the most politically correct 
way of ... 

GYSGT Blenis: [largely inaudible] Let's go back to today . ... The anxiety here, today. 
That's not the first time it's happened since you've been in confinement. As fat· as I 
know, it is the first time it's happened since you've been here ... but a similar situation 
happened in Kuwait... 
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PFC Manning: I wasn't, in Kuwait, I had no idea what was going on generally. 

GYSGT Blenis: But, would you say it was similar situation? 

PFC Manning: No, no. The situation that happened today was more of ... you know, 
I'm lucid and aware and just trying to figure ... It's just a question of trying not to appear 
like I was in Kuwait. 

GYSGTBlenis: Okay ... 

PFC Manning: Because that's my main concern evety day, is how do I get off of POI 
status? How do I get off of POI status? When will I be taken off of POI status? What is 
being used to justify the precautions? You know ... What concerns, you know, what am 
I doing that's concerning or whatever? So I'm constantly trying to figure out, run 
through all of those things. And !tying to make sure I'm not doing anything ... 

GYSGT Blenis: [inaudible] ... As time goes on, we have less of a concern, ok? 

PFC Manning: Yes, GYSGT. But the restrictions were still in place. And I was ... 

GYSGT Blenis: Right. And we continually ... We understand it's not normal that we 
have someone in POI for this period of time .. . 

PFC Manning: Yes. 

GYSGT Blenis: It's not [normal] ... I guess we'll just leave it at that. So as we go on, 
we're going to lessen your restrictions. They're still be restrictions in place ... 
[inaudible] But I would have to disagree with you as far as what happened today 
happened in Kuwait ... anxiety attack ... 

PFC Manning: No, in Kuwait, I wasn't lucid. I had .... [guard interrupts]. It was like a 
dream ... 

GYSGT Blenis: But, they both ultimately ended up in you having an anxiety attack ... 
controlled fall, but ... 

PFC Manning: No, I don't remember falling in Kuwait at all. 

GYSGT Blenis: Well, I can tell you, that's what was repotted to us ... I wasn't there, 
none of us were there. [inaudible] okay, I know it was, I don't know how much long 
after, but it wasn't too much long after that- to where you actual [inaudible] to put you 
on suicide watch because they found a bed sheet. I remember asking you about this when 
you first got here about the bed sheet. You told me it was made from sand bag ties. 

PFC Manning: Yes GYSGT. 

GYSGT Blenis: So it wasn't a sheet. 

PFC Manning: Urn. 
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GYSGT Blenis: You told me, I asked you about that the vety first time we talked and 
you told me it was sand bag ties that you used for sandbags. 

PFC Manning: Uh, yes. 

GYSGT Blenis: So going back to today's sitnation compared to Kuwait's. I think it is 
similar. And that is ·also why you are on suicide watch [inaudible]. You have to 
remember that us, as a facility, we have to always err on the side of caution, okay. And 
not just the side of caution, but over-caution. Especially when we're talking about 
suicide, okay? Nobody's saying you're going to kill yourself, alright? Believe it or not, I 
understand what you are saying that you are not going to kill yourself. Alright? We get 
that, we got that, we understand that. But, we always have to be more cautious than that. 

But you're saying that 'nobody else is on suicide watch.' The thing is what happened in 
Kuwait, and now what happened today ... 

PFC Manning: Those are totally different. I understand, I understand, I understand, 
where you're getting that ... from the documentation. I mean, I quite, I know where I am. 
I know I am ... I know I am at Quantico base facility. I know that I'm at a brig. I mean, 
I'm lucid and aware of where I am. I'm not ... 

GYSGT Blenis: You asked Master Sergeant a question ... about why you're on suicide 
watch, I'm hying to answer that question, okay? Did I answer that? Does that make 
sense? 

PFC Manning: Uh- no. No, with context. Because the fact that ... 

GYSGT Blenis: [inaudible] from a facility standpoint. Did you understand that? From 
our point of view. Do you understand? 

PFC Manning: I would have understood had ... had I not been . . . I would have 
understood had ... had I not been ... I mean, I'm hying to think of how to word it. I 
think I would understand ... 

GYSGT Blenis: Provoked? Provoked? 

PFC Manning: Yes, a little. Yes GYSGT. I feel like the facility, honestly, I feel like the 
facility is looking for reasons to keep me on POI status. 

GYSGT Blenis: Inaudible. I can tell you 'no' ... 

PFC Manning: I mean, at least not at the staff level, I'm thinking the CO - me, myself, 
personally. 

GYSGT Blenis: Inaudible ... I am going to tell you that that is not the case. I have no 
control over what you think, but that is not it. Nobody here finds any joy from having 
you on POI or SR. Especially SR. From a logistical standpoint, it's a burden on us . ... 

PFC Manning: Yes, MSGT. 
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GYSGT Blenis: Nobody finds that as a joy. It's not a punitive thing, I understand why 
someone would see it as a punitive thing because restrictions placed [inaudible] ... I can 
tell you that as far as since you have been here, hell, I wish I had a hundred Mannings ... 

PFC Manning: And that's what. .. And that's where I don't understand why the why the 
continuation of the policy and restrictions beyond the time recommended by you and the 
psychiatrist. I mean the psychiatrist, is saying. I mean, I've got my own forensic 
psychiatrist that's saying now that the POI status is actually doing psychiatric harm and 
not, you know, and it's actually, you know, increasing my chances, rather than 
decreasing ... 

GYSGT Bien is: Did you feel like that two weeks ago? 

PFC Manning: What's that? 

GYSGT Bien is: Did you feel like that two weeks ago? 

PFC Manning: Yes GYSGT. 

GYSGT Blenis: Uh, two weeks ago, I asked you, like, how you were feeling and you 
said you were fine, do you remember that? 

PFC Manning: Yes. 

GYSGT Blenis: Do you remember that? 

PFC Manning: Yes, and I still feel fine. I mean, I feel, I feel fine, but at the same time, 
I've been putting in, I've been putting in ... 
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SND was reviewed by the Classification and Assignment Board on 

this date. SND was special moved by the DBS on 20110120 from 

MAX/DET/SR status to MAX/DET/POI. SND requested to appear before 

the board and was granted his request. During the board SND 

stated that he does not believe that SR or POI status is 

necessary because he has no intentions of harming himself. SND 

further stated that he does not feel that MAX custody is 

necessary because he has no intentions of escape or harming 

other individuals. SND did state that he believes that he should 

be segregated from general population and possibly placed in a 

protective custody status. During the board, SND stated that he 

does not feel that his emotional breakdown or aggressive actions 

toward himself on 20110118 should be taken in consideration 

because he feels they were brought on by his being in POI 

status. SND further stated that the similarity between these 

incidents and the breakdown that he had while confined in Kuwait 

should not be taken into consideration. SND was asked why his 

emotional breakdown happened in Kuwait to which SND replied "I 

was kept in a dark room, not allowed to write letters, or 

allowed to make phone calls." SND was then asked if those were 

the reasons why he had his breakdown in Kuwait, why is �t that 

he chooses not to make phone calls or write letters now that he 

is allowed to. SND stated that he chooses not to write letters 

or make phone calls because of the restrictions placed on him. 

The board members explained to SND that there are no 

restrictions placed on these.privileges and that he may write as 

many letters or make as many phone calls as he wishes. SND 

further stated that, while he did make a noose in Kuwait, that 

event happened a long time ago. The members of the C&A board 

explained to SND that, making a noose while in confinement 6 
months ago is considered recent. SND was asked by the C&A board 

why, on his Mental/Physical Health Background, he wrote "always 

planning, never acting" in the block that asks "have you ever 

considered suicide". SND stated to the members of the board that 

"that may have been false". When asked by the senior member of 

the board "if that may have been false, should I believe that 

your statement of not wanting to harm yourself is also false?" 

To this question, SND answered "yes". After this, a separate 

member of the board asked if SND understood the question that he 

was asked, to which SND replied "yes". It was explained to SND 

that the members of the C&A board are not the final authority on 
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any decision, and that he may appeal any decision made by the 

Brig OIC and still maintains the right to request mast. SND 

stated that he understands these rights. During the conduct of 

the board, SND was well spoken but slightly stuttered, alert to 

time and place, and was visibly nervous with shaking hands. It 

is recommended that SND remain MAX custody, remain POI status 

and remain housed in SQ-1. - GySgt Blenis 

Board Members: 

GySgt Blenis 

GySgt Fuller 

SSgt Buck 
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